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"Leon, Gordon hit Mister Hughes with a poisoned needle just now. Hurry up and see if you can help Mister Hughes,’ Snow said

anxiously.

She knew how skilled Leon was at medicine. Leon pulled Iris back from the dead before!

With Leon's medical skills and the fact that Darius was not poisoned for that long, they might have some hope of saving Darius if

Leon treated Darius right away!

"What? Mister Hughes was poisoned?" Leon was shocked to hear that. After that, he turned around and noticed Darius on the

ground, not moving at all. 1

So, he completely forgot about Gordon as he hurried to Darius.

"Snow, what happened? Why was Mister Hughes poisoned?" Leon asked as he quickly walked over.

"It's like this, Gordon took away the poison needle from me. After that, he used the needle against Mister Hughes and caught

Mister Hughes off guard," Snow explained the matter.

"So that's it! Gordon is a shameless and despicable man. He's even able to attack his relatives. I don't think you can even call

him human!"

Leon was furious to hear all of that.

Earlier, he was confused. He asked Darius to help save Snow, so he wondered why he did not see Darius!

He finally realized that Darius was attacked by Gordon!

That was not all, Darius was Gordon's brother-in-law, yet Gordon used a fatal move against Darius!

It was completely shocking!

Of course, that was not the time for him to be angry.

He hurriedly knelt next to Darius, trying to feel Darius's breath. When he felt that his breathing seemed to have stopped, but his

heart sank!

Right after that, he hurriedly tried to feel for Darius's pulse.

After a long time, just as he was about to give up, an incredibly weak pulse was felt!

"Alright, this is very good!" Leon had a happy look on his face, quickly looking into Darius's condition.

Since Darius fought even after being poisoned, it caused the poison in his body to rapidly spread to his organs.

However, he was not poisoned for that long yet. The poison penetrated his organs, but did not spread throughout his whole

body!

It meant he still had a chance!

Otherwise, no matter how skilled Leon was, Leon would not be able to save him!

After that, Leon did not hesitate at all to summon up his energy, hitting Darius’s pressure points around the heart, and protecting

it for the moment.

That way, Darius's life would be safe for the moment!

However, the poison already seeped into most of Darius's organs, so the situation was very serious. It would not be easy to save

Darius!

Even with all his medical skills, he only had sixty or seventy percent confidence in treating Darius!

Other than that, Darius needed to be treated with the most valuable Ganoderma!

With Darius's condition, he needed to quickly find a Ganoderma that was at least five hundred years old to save Darius!

Ganodermas like that were incredibly rare. Finding one in a short period was incredibly difficult!

Otherwise, Darius would die if he could not find one!

In the end, Darius being able to survive this or not would be down to his luck!
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